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ABSTRACT
Model-Based Testing and Property-Based Testing are two
testing methodologies that usually facilitate the automation
of the generation of test cases, using either models or properties as basis to derive complete test suites. In doing so, they
also contribute to reduce both the source code needed for
testing purposes and the time spent on writing those tests,
hence saving effort and increasing maintainability.
In this paper, we describe how to generate complete propertybased test suites automatically translated from a model that
describes the system under test, specifically a UML model
with OCL constraints. The proposed approach can be applied to both stateless and stateful components.
We have used QuickCheck, an automatic property-based
testing tool for test case generation, execution and diagnosis, as support tool. Our method produces QuickCheck
executable test models as output, so we use the same tool
to run and evaluate them. As part of our work, we analyze and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of our
approach in contrast to writing test suites manually.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging

General Terms
reliability, verification, testing

Keywords
UML, OCL, QuickCheck, black-box testing, functional testing, model-based testing, property-based testing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Testing is a key activity in software development, meant to
verify the behavior of a program. One way of doing so is
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executing a finite set of test cases in order to detect failures, and comparing the result of the real execution with
some expected result or specification. There are many approaches to testing, some of them only adapted for certain
kind of requirements (functionality, usability, robustness,
performance, integration, etc.).
Among the existing testing methodologies, Property-Based
Testing (PBT [15]) is based on the use of properties to specify the constraints to be fulfilled by the system under test
(SUT). Such properties are often used to produce individual test cases, a task which, when automated, represents a
great improvement over other approaches where test cases
have to be manually specified one by one. However, this usually comes at the price of describing the SUT specification
as properties. We can alleviate this by combining PBT with
Model-Based Testing (MBT [28]), in which test cases are
generated from a black-box model that describes some (usually functional) aspects of the SUT. Thus, we could generate
properties and test cases from such MBT models.
This work describes how we have combined PBT and MBT
for improving functional testing in terms of effort. The result of combining MBT and PBT is a new testing approach
in which testers get the benefits of using properties to generate test cases, and those of specifying the test requirements using a model of the SUT. In particular, we have
used UML models complemented with OCL constraints as
starting point, so that testers do not have to deal either with
the implementation details of the SUT, nor the peculiarities
of a new formalism to specify the tests.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the state of the art, analyzing different approaches
which could be used for the same purpose. Section 3 explains the architecture of our approach, describing the components involved. Sections 4 and 5 describe how to apply
the approach to test stateless and stateful components, respectively. Section 6 discusses the results and limitations of
the approach. Finally, in Section 7 conclusions and future
lines related to this work are included.

2.

STATE OF THE ART

The main goal of research in testing automation is to reduce
the effort that testing tasks require, and hence to provide
more systematic, effective testing methods while increasing
its effectivity. Testing approaches can be classified into five
different automation levels [21].

In the first level of such automation scale we find Testing-byContract. Testing-by-Contract [10, 21] is a testing approach
that uses assertions inlined with the source code to be able
to evaluate test cases. These assertions were introduced by
Bertrand Meyer as part of a development approach called
Design-by-Contract [22,23], in which the main idea is to use
a contract to describe the responsibilities of the classes in an
object-oriented design using preconditions, postconditions
and class invariants. Apart from the Eiffel programming
language, which was the pioneer in implementing Designby-Contract, there are a few utilities that provide support
for it to other programming languages, such as JML [20],
iContract [19], jContractor [18], or jContract [25] for Java,
or Spec# [5] for C#. Some of these utilities also provide
tools to use the defined preconditions and postconditions to
test operations with lots of randomly generated input values,
such as JMLUnit [9] (JML) or JTest [25] (jContract).
These tools allow one to test a component following a MBT
approach [28,29]. Rather than manually writing tests based
on the requirements documentation, MBT approaches use
a model that captures (some of) the requirements of the
SUT and defines the expected SUT behavior. The model is
a schematic and/or partial description of a system, and it
can be used to generate tests automatically. Thus, it is important to decide a good level of abstraction for the model,
including the aspects that are important for test generation.
There are many notations to define models [29], such as
state-based notations and transition-based notations, and
there are several formalisms that may be used [16], UML
being one of them [31]. What is more, UML Testing Profile [4], a UML profile for testing purposes, was added to
the UML standard in order to facilitate the use of UML for
specifying testing requirements. UML [26] is usually combined with OCL [30] to specify preconditions and postconditions. These constraints can be used to generate executable
code [7, 24] that tests if the SUT satisfies those conditions
using automatically generated input test data [1, 6].
On the other hand, PBT [15] approaches implement algorithms to generate test cases from properties [11]. Properties are declarative statements that describe SUT requirements, and are often written in specific-purpose languages.
As statements, properties are generally closer to the abstraction level of specifications, and thus are easier to produce
than models. Our proposal consists in using a standard
UML+OCL model to specify the SUT requirements to test,
and generate properties from that model, using then a PBT
tool to generate random input data for those properties and
to check if the SUT satisfies those requirements.

3.

PROPOSED TESTING ARCHITECTURE

In MBT, a model of the SUT is built from the SUT requirements. This model, together with a test selection criteria
that says which kind of tests must be generated, is used
by a test suite generator to generate an Abstract Test Suite
(ATS) with abstract test cases that must be instantiated.
There are several possible approaches to derive specific test
cases from abstract test cases [28], such as implementing an
adapter, transforming the ATS into executable test scripts
or using a mixed approach that combines both. Finally, tests
are executed and test results are analyzed.
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Figure 1: Proposed Testing Architecture
Our approach respects this workflow (cf. Fig. 1). We have
chosen UML [26] to write the model that describes the SUT
requirements. Of course, the better the model, the higher
the quality of the generated tests. Hence, it is very important that the model is as detailed as possible, but also that it
ignores details that are not test-wise important. The choice
of UML was motivated by it being a standardized generalpurpose modeling language, widespread in industry. In contrast to other alternatives such as JML or Spec#, UML
is implementation-independent. To complement the UML
model with the constraints that it cannot capture, we chose
the declarative language OCL [30]. We use OCL to describe
rules in different UML diagrams (class diagrams, sequence
diagrams, state machine diagrams, etc.), in particular preconditions and postconditions for methods/operations, and
class/component invariants.
Also, our ATS is composed of abstract properties automatically generated from the model by our Test Suite Generator.
To do that, this component analyzes the input model, using
Dresden OCL [13, 14] to parse the UML model and OCL
constraints, and generates an ATS from the specification
described by the model. The abstract specification is a set
of declarative properties written for QuickCheck [3, 12], a
versatile testing tool that can generate random test cases
from a set of such properties and a series of data generators defined by the tester. Depending on the model, the
Test Suite Generator produces the most suitable ATS: for
stateless components, universally quantified properties are
generated; for stateful components, they are written as a
state machine.
Thus, our approach is based on the use of a standard language, UML, to avoid testers to deal with the details of specific implementation languages and focus on modeling test
requirements. The ATS that is generated from the model
does not depend on the SUT implementation either, so it is
reusable for testing different SUT implementations. To derive specific test cases from the ATS and run them against
a given SUT, we use a generic adapter (cf. Fig. 1). For
example, for SUTs written in Java, we use Jinterface [17].

4.

STATELESS COMPONENTS

Stateless components do not have an internal state that is
modified by the execution of the functionalities they offer.
Thus, functions to test in stateless components do not have
side effects, and are independent of each other. The result
of invoking those functions does not depend on when they
are called, but only on the input parameters. Libraries are
usually good examples of stateless components.

In our approach, OCL constraints are used along with a
UML model to generate an ATS composed by QuickCheck
properties. The UML model is used to know the operations
to be tested for a given component, as well as the details
of the data types of the parameters and return values of
each function. OCL constraints are used to generate test
oracles, that is, the expected output values that correspond
to accepted input values.
To test a function f that receives N parameters p1 , . . . , pN ,
we generate a property
∀ p ∈ G, pre(p) → r = f (p) ∧ post(p, r)
where p are the input parameters p1 ,. . . , pN of f , and N
is the number of parameters; G are data generators G1 ,. . . ,
GN for p1 ,. . . , pN ; pre is the set of constraints on the input
parameters (i.e. preconditions); and post is the set of constraints on the return value (i.e. postconditions, body constraint, or invariant). That property is declaratively written
in QuickCheck as:
?FORALL(P, ?SUCHTHAT(P, G(), pre(P)), begin
R = f(P), post(P, R)
end).

For example, if we have a ListUtils library and a max operation with the following OCL specification:
context ListUtils::max(l: Sequence(Integer)): Integer
pre not_empty: l -> notEmpty()
post max: l -> forAll(x : Integer | result >= x)

the following QuickCheck property is generated:
prop_listutils_max()->
?FORALL(L, ?SUCHTHAT(L, ocl_gen:gen_sequence_integer(),
ocl_seq:not_empty(L)),
begin
Result = listUtils:max(L),
ocl_seq:forAll(fun(X) -> (Result >= X) end, L)
end).

QuickCheck can run this prop_listutils_max property, generating random lists of integers using the ocl_gen:gen_sequence_integer data generator, discarding those lists that
do not satisfy the ocl_seq:not_empty precondition. The
lists that satisfy the precondition, are then used as parameters to the listUtils:max SUT function. Finally, the actual
result of the real implementation of the tested operation is
checked for the Result >= X postcondition.
In general, the testing process of a stateless component is:
1. A component from the input UML model is selected.
2. An operation from the selected component is chosen.
Since the component is stateless, the order in which
the operations are chosen is not important.
3. Specific input parameter values are generated.
4. Preconditions (if they exist, written in OCL) are used
to validate the generated input parameters. If they
hold, the operation is executed and result from real
SUT is obtained. Otherwise, we go back to step 3.
5. Postconditions, body conditions, or invariants (if they
exist, written in OCL) are checked. If they hold, we
go back to step 2. Otherwise, the testing process is
interrupted: an error has been found.
6. The process ends when all the operations of all the
components have been tested.

QuickCheck properties represent abstract test cases from
which specific test cases must be produced. In our case, this
process is performed by a combination of the QuickCheck
tool execution itself, according to the previous workflow, and
an adapter that invokes the real SUT transforming the specific values that QuickCheck generates using the data generators into a data format that the real SUT understands,
also transforming the SUT return values into QuickCheck
format again for test evaluation.
Thus, QuickCheck not only automatically generates a large
amount of specific test cases with randomized input values from the properties. QuickCheck runs those test cases
against a given real SUT, and diagnoses its behaviour in a
black-box manner. Furthermore, whenever an error is found,
QuickCheck shrinks the input values to find a smaller specific test case that causes the same error [2, 8, 32]. Hence,
our approach replaces the tedious task of manually designing large test suites by the definition of a UML+OCL model,
and enables automatic generation and execution of tests, together with a significant improvement of debugging thanks
to small counterexamples.

5.

STATEFUL COMPONENTS

Stateful components have an internal state which may be
modified by the execution of the functionalities they offer.
In addition, the actual behaviour of their operations may
also depend on their internal state. Therefore, the state of
a stateful component must be taken into account for testing purposes, i.e. preconditions and postconditions depend
on the component state, and each test case must include sequences of different operations, taking into account the order
in which they are executed to diagnose the final result.
Taking this into account, the steps to follow are quite similar to those showed for stateless components. In addition,
we need to save some information after operation execution
(and corresponding postcondition evaluation) and make it
available to the whole test case, should we need it to check
the preconditions of subsequent operations. To support this
kind of stateful testing, QuickCheck provides a mechanism
to group declarative properties for the operations of a stateful component in the shape of a state machine definition.
A QuickCheck state machine has as transitions the set of operations of the stateful component to be tested (again, from
a black-box point of view). Each operation can have preconditions and postconditions. Besides, we indicate which data
is to be stored as internal state, and specify both the initial
value and how the contents of the internal state are modified
by the execution of each operation. Once we have written
the properties for the stateful component in this structured
way, QuickCheck can run them, generate multiple test sequences, execute them against a real stateful SUT and evaluate whether it conforms to the corresponding specification.
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Figure 2: Scheduler UML class diagram
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Fig. 2 shows an example of a stateful component, specifically
a process scheduler [6, 27]. The static UML information can
be complemented by an OCL specification (we deal with the
swap operation in Sect. 5.1):
context Scheduler
inv: (ready->intersection(waiting))->isEmpty()
and not ((ready->union(waiting))->includes(active))
and (active = null implies ready->isEmpty())
context Scheduler::init()
post: (ready->union(waiting)) = Set{} and active = null
context Scheduler::new(p:Process): Process
pre: p <> active
and not (ready->union(waiting))->includes(p)
post: waiting = (waiting@pre->including(p))
and ready = ready@pre and active = active@pre
and result = p
context Scheduler::ready(p:Process): Process
pre: waiting->includes(p)
post: waiting = waiting@pre->excluding(p)
and if active@pre = null then
(ready = ready@pre and active = p)
else (ready = ready@pre->including(p)
and active = active@pre)
endif and result = p

With this information (the UML class diagram and the OCL
specification), the Test Suite Generator must generate the
QuickCheck state machine.
The first step is to identify the operations to test. This information is obtained from the UML class diagram, in which
the signature of each operation (name, input parameters
and return value) is specified. After that, preconditions and
postconditions for each operation have to be defined. This
information is available in the OCL specification. In addition, we also need to determine which data is to be stored
in the internal state, and how it will be updated after the
execution of each operation. For the schedule example:
• The commands (i.e. transitions) are init, new and
ready. They are listed in a symbolic way (i.e. {call,
{COMPONENT, OPERATION, ARGUMENTS}) to be able to
manipulate them prior to actual execution:
command(S) -> oneof([
{call, scheduler, init, []},
{call, scheduler, new,
[gen_process()]},
{call, scheduler, ready, [gen_process()]}]).

in OCL references a value before operation execution:
-record(ts, {active,ready,waiting}).

The initial value for the internal state must also be
set. However, this information is not present in the
OCL specification, so it will be obtained from the SUT
(which must be initialized before starting the test):
initial_state()-> #ts {
active = scheduler:get_active(),
ready = scheduler:get_ready(),
waiting = scheduler:get_waiting()}.

• Each precondition is generated from the corresponding
OCL precondition. For example, for the new operation:
precondition(S, {call, scheduler, new, [P]})->
(ocl:neq(P, S#ts.active)
andalso not(ocl_set:includes(P,
ocl_set:union(S#ts.waiting, S#ts.ready))));

• Each postcondition is generated from the corresponding OCL postcondition and global invariant (if any).
For example, for the scheduler new operation:
postcondition(Pre, After,
{call, scheduler, new, [P]}, R)->
ocl_set:eq(After#ts.waiting,
ocl_set:including(P, Pre#ts.waiting)) andalso
ocl_set:eq(After#ts.ready, Pre#ts.ready) andalso
ocl:eq(After#ts.active, Pre#ts.active) andalso
ocl:eq(R, P) andalso invariant(Pre, After);

• The information to generate the functions to update
the internal state can be extracted from the OCL postconditions. For example, the postcondition for the new
operation says that after executing this operation the
waiting processes will be the previous waiting processes including the new created process p; also, the
ready and active processes will not change:
next_state(S, R, {call, scheduler, new, [P]})->
S#ts { active = S#ts.active, ready = S#ts.ready,
waiting = ocl_set:including(P, S#ts.waiting)};

First pass : generate random
test sequences

Second pass : execute test sequences

Init state
Init state
Success

Same as for testing of stateless components, the input parameters that the operations receive are generated using data generators. In this case, generator
gen_process produces a new abstract process instance.
The abstract representation chosen for processes at
the testing level is a tuple with the attributes and
their corresponding values. For example, if we have a
component C with n attributes a1 , . . . , an with values
v1 , . . . , vn , the abstract representation of an instance of
such component is the tuple: {c, [{a1, v1},...,{an,
vn}]}. Thus, according to Fig. 2, the data generator
for processes is generated as follows:

Select a random command

Select next command
Check precondition

[false]

Check precondition

[true]

[false]

Execute command

[true]
Check postcondition

Add command to the sequence

[false]
Update state
Fail

[true]
Update state

gen_process() -> {process, [{id, eqc_gen:int()}]}.

Figure 3: QuickCheck state machine test execution

• The internal state (ts) stores information that appears
at some postcondition with the @pre operation, which

Once the properties for the stateful component have been
generated from the UML+OCL model like this, QuickCheck

can generate specific test cases from them, random sequences
of commands with specific parameter values that satisfy the
preconditions (cf. Fig. 3). The test sequence is generated
working with symbolic values and checking only the preconditions. Only once the whole sequence has been generated
it is actually executed. During that second pass, when the
internal state is updated, it may be the case that the precondition or postcondition for some operation does not hold,
which would mean we found a violation of the SUT specification. Fig. 4 shows an example of the abstract test sequence
that QuickCheck could generate for the scheduler example.
[new(p1)]
active = undefined
ready = []
waiting = []

[new(p2)]

active = undefined
ready = []
waiting = [p1]

[ready(p2)]

active = undefined
ready = []
waiting = [p1, p2]

active = p2
ready = []
waiting = [p1]

Figure 4: Example of stateful test sequence
Same as for stateless components, we also need to translate
the QuickCheck data format to a format the real SUT understands in order to successfully call the actual implementation. For this purpose, we use a reusable adapter dependent
on the implementation language of the SUT (cf. Fig. 1).

5.1

Partially-Specified Components

In some situations, we may have to deal with partial or incomplete specifications. For example, let us consider the
swap operation, with the following specification:
context Scheduler::swap()
pre: active <> null
post: if ready@pre->isEmpty() then
(active = null and ready = Set{})
else (ready@pre->includes(active) and
ready = ready@pre->excluding(active))
endif and
waiting = waiting@pre->including(active@pre)

According to this valid OCL definition, the swap operation selects a process from the list of ready processes (provided it is not empty), which will be the next active process (ready@pre->includes(active)), and adds the previous active process to the list of waiting processes. However, nothing is said as to which of the ready processes is
to be selected. In other words, the scheduling criteria is not
fully specified, which makes it impossible to generate the
next_state function for the swap operation.
In our approach, we have implemented the Test Suite Generator with the ability to detect these situations. When it
does, it follows a different approach to generate the stateful
properties: instead of using the two-pass algorithm which
symbolically analyzes the preconditions in the first pass, it
does not define any preconditions and consequently skips directly to the second pass: precondition(_S, _C)-> true.
In the second pass, we use a QuickCheck-provided mechanism to define dynamic preconditions, that is, preconditions
that are temptatively executed before deciding if certain operation is eligible to be executed. In other words, the two
passes are merged into only one, where the sequence is built
online: the sequence of operations is chosen as the text sequence execution progresses. Dynamic preconditions are defined in a similar way to regular ones, as seen in Sect. 5:

dynamic_precondition(S,{call,scheduler,swap,[]})->
ocl:neq(S#ts.active, undefined);

The internal state update at the next_state function needs
in these cases (where the behaviour is not specified) to use
the result of the real SUT execution (R). After executing the
swap operation, the next active process will be obtained
from the SUT, and the state will be updated accordingly.
This is not a ideal situation, since we would rather be able
to determine the next active process at the model level and
not trust the SUT, but it enables us to perform automatic
PBT even from an incomplete model.

6.

DISCUSSION

We have described the two scenarios we may face when attempting to generate testing properties from a UML+OCL
specification: stateless (cf. Sect. 4) and stateful (cf. Sect. 5)
components. We have also presented how to generate testing
properties for stateful components in two situations: when
we have a complete specification (i.e. offline generation of
test cases from a QuickCheck state machine), and when we
do not (i.e. online generation of test cases from a QuickCheck
state machine with dynamic preconditions).
For the sake of generality, one could argue that the online
strategy that uses the dynamic preconditions instead of the
regular preconditions of a QuickCheck state machine can actually be used in all cases. However, there is a strong reason
for using regular preconditions and the two-pass algorithm:
shrinking. QuickCheck’s shrinking capabilities are of great
help when an error is found, because they provide smaller
counterexamples that, causing the same error as the original failing test case, make error debugging and fixing easier [2, 8, 32]. However, QuickCheck’s shrinking capabilities
are dependent on the offline generation of test cases, since
the shrinking algorithm manages the test cases in their symbolic format, which is produced in the first pass (cf. Fig. 3).
Thus, we should only use online generation when it is required by the presence of an incomplete specification.
The current version of our Test Suite Generator generates
code for data generator functions that build data with the
required data type. For example, the generator for processes
generates processes with random identifiers. This could be
improved, because there are cases in which pure randomness may not be useful. For example, the precondition of
the ready operation indicates that it can be only executed if
it receives a waiting process. Since the gen_process function produces only processes with random IDs, the ready
operation will be executed very few times, only when the
generated random process happens to be a waiting process.
An improvement would be to take preconditions into account in the generation process, so that more suitable data
can be built. That is, for OCL preconditions that use the
includes operator, the data generator could balance the creation of data included in the specified term, as well as data
which is not included (thus combining positive and negative
testing).
Finally, our Test Suite Generator does not perform any optimization in the generation of the QuickCheck state machine
at the moment. However, the inclusion of a pre-processing
stage would allow us to make this component smarter by
performing certain analysis of the given specification before

generating the properties. For example, the postcondition
for the init operation checks that the union of the ready
and waiting processes is the empty set, which implies that
both ready and waiting will be empty sets after executing
the operation. Should our Test Suite Generator be able to
detect this, it could formulate the postcondition in a different way, and even avoid the use of online test sequence
generation in favour of the preferable offline generation.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

[10] I. Ciupa and A. Leitner. Automatic testing based on design by

[11]

[12]

This paper describes a MBT approach that takes advantage
of a PBT tool. We transform a UML model with OCL
constraints into properties to be used as an implementationindependent test suite, and then use QuickCheck to generate
test cases from those properties, run them via a suitable
adaptor for the technology of the SUT, and evaluate them.

[13]

The testing properties we generate are both an executable,
up-to-date specification of the SUT, and are formulated as
declarative statements for stateless components and state
machines for stateful components. We have explained the
limitations we found in the generation process of the testing
properties, and also how we decided to overcome them.

[15]

The current version of the Test Suite Generator does not
support all the OCL features defined in the OCL specification (currently 2.3.1), such as some built-in operations and
OCL messages. As a future work, we plan to extend it to
include more OCL features. Also, we want to improve data
generators and include a pre-processing of the specification
for possible optimizations. Finally, our future plan is to
extend this approach to other kinds of testing, such as integration testing.
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